Introduction
Let ∈ R, < , be fixed. For a given function : [ ] × R → R the nonlinear composition operator (also called superposition operator, substitution operator or Nemytskij operator) F : R [ ] → R [ ] , generated by , is defined by
Here R [ ] denotes the family of all functions : [ ] → R. In spite of its simple form, the behaviour of this locally defined operator, cf. [19, [28] [29] [30] [43] [44] [45] [46] , exhibits many surprising and even pathological features in various function spaces. For instance, applying the Banach contraction principle (or one of its generalizations) to find the solutions in a function Banach space (X · ), X ⊂ R [ ] , of the nonlinear iterative functional equation ( ) = ( ( ( ))) cf. for instance [17] , it is necessary to guarantee that F is Lipschitzian, i.e. that
F − F ≤ K − ∈ X
It turns out, however, that sometimes this leads to a strong degeneracy: in some classical function spaces X , the operator (1) satisfies (2) if and only if the corresponding function has the form
This means, roughly speaking, that one may apply classical fixed point principles for contraction type maps only if the underlying problem is actually linear.
To the best of our knowledge, the first who observed the kind of degeneracy phenomenon for composition operators described above was Janusz Matkowski. More specifically, Matkowski (in part with coauthors) proved that Lipschitz continuous operators (1) in X are generated only by affine functions (3), if X is the space C [ ] of times continuously differentiable functions [22] The Nemytskij operator (1) appears frequently in connection with integral equations and iterative functional equations. Moreover, Nemytskij operators satisfying condition (2) are considered also in the study of systems with hysteresis [16] and difference equations [40] .
Like in [2] , we shall say that the composition operator (1) has Matkowski's property if, whenever this operator maps the space X into the space Y and satisfies some additional condition like global Lipschitz continuity, uniform continuity or other, the generator function has the form (3).
In the case when 
Similarly, we define the right regularization + of . These regularizations are different from only if (· ) is discontinuous from the left or right, respectively.
Matkowski and Miś in [27] showed that if the composition operator F maps the space BV[ ] into itself and satisfies condition (2), then there exist two functions α β ∈ BV[ ] continuous from the left on ( ], such that
Clearly, an analogous result is true for the right regularization.
From this fact, Appell, Guanda and Väth observed in [2] that this is a weaker form of the Matkowski property. We shall say that the composition operator (1) has the weak Matkowski property if, whenever this operator maps the space X into the space Y and satisfies some additional condition like globally Lipschitz, uniformly continuous or other, the left regularization (4) (or right regularization) of the generator function has the form (5).
The above result has been further extended to several spaces of functions of generalized bounded variation in one variable [7] [8] [9] 12] and two variables [10, 11] . Below we give an example from [2] which shows that the Matkowski condition and the weak Matkowski condition are not equivalent. 
which shows that F maps the space BV[0 1] into itself. Furthermore, for any ∈ BV[0 1] and P ∈ P[0 1], as above we obtain the following estimation: 
for the function ( ·) (with the same Lipschitz constant as in (2) The strong degeneracy described above, occuring also in many familiar functions spaces, emphasizes a need of proving Lipschitz condition (2) or weaker uniform continuity, Matkowski [23] , in order to get the Matkowski property.
Matkowski [23] proved that the uniformly continuous Nemytskij operator, acting between the Banach spaces of Hölder functions, has the Matkowski property. Uniform continuity of composition operators has been considered in other functional Banach spaces [1, 3-6, 13, 14, 23] .
It turns out [24] , Lipschitz continuity and uniform continuity of the composition operator can be replaced by a rather weak uniform boundedness of the Nemytskij operator, cf. Definition 4.2. This notion has been recently applied by Wróbel [47] to the space of functions of bounded -th variation in the sense of Popoviciu, cf. also [42] . In this paper, following an idea of Wróbel [47] , we show that for a fixed > 1, any uniformly bounded composition operator, mapping RV ( ) [ ] into itself, has the Matkowski property.
Riesz-Popoviciu space of functions of bounded ( )-variation and some related Banach spaces
Throughout we will consider several normed spaces endowed with the following norms.
I.

Let Lip[ ] denote the Banach space of all Lipschitz continuous functions : [ ] → R, equipped with the natural norm
is the smallest Lipschitz constant of on [ ].
II.
Let ≥ 1 be an integer, ∈ R [ ] and 1 +1 be distinct points, not necessarily in linear order, of [ ]. Define the -th divided difference of as
see [37] . For a partition P : = 1 < < = of the interval [ ], we define
In 1933-34, Popoviciu [35] defined the concept of function of bounded -variation of as [41] . In the general case, it is known [38] that BV [ ] has a structure of Banach space with respect to the norm
There is another way to get this space using partitions of the interval [ ] of the type
with at least 2 − 1 points considered and the functionals σ defined as 
It is said that has bounded 
Theorem 2.1 (generalization of the Riesz lemma).
Let > 1, ∈ N. Then ∈ RV ( ) [ ] if and only if ( −1) ∈ AC[ ] and ( ) ∈ L [ ]. Moreover, V ( ) ( [ ]) = 1 (( − 1)!) | ( )| ∈ RV ( ) [ ]
Auxiliary results
We begin this section with some lemmas.
Lemma 3.1.
Take arbitrary ∈ N, ≥ + 1. Then for any partition P :
and, consequently,
It follows that
Now assume that ∈ BV [ ] and take ∈ N and a partition
From the triangle inequality we get
. Summing up these inequalities we obtain
which completes the proof.
This lemma guarantees that BV
[ ] = BV [ ], ∈ N.
Lemma 3.2 ([34, Proposition 2.1]).
If > 1 and ∈ N, then
Let ≥ 2 be a positive integer and 1 < < ∞. Then there exists a positive constant ( ) > 0 such that
Apply [47, Lemma 3] and the continuous embedding given in [34, Proposition 2.1] to get (7).
Main results
We begin this section with the following Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. By hypothesis, for ∈ R fixed, the constant function ( ) = , ∈ [ ], is in RV
2 ∈ R and consider the functions ( ) =
These functions are straight lines that pass through the points ( 1 ) and ( 1 ) in the case of 1 and points ( 2 ) and ( 2 ) in the case of 2 . Thus, it follows that both functions have ( )-bounded variation. In addition,
On the other hand, as F ( ) ∈ RV ( ) [ ], = 1 2, from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we get
In this way, by hypothesis, it follows that
We set constants ∈ R and let 1 = 2 = ( + )/2, 1 = , 2 = in the above inequality. Then 
Matkowski [24] introduced the notion of a uniformly bounded operator and proved that any uniformly bounded composition operator acting between general Lipschitz function normed spaces must be of the form (3).
Definition 4.2.
Let Y and Z be two metric (or normed) spaces. We say that a mapping F : Y → Z is uniformly bounded if, for any > 0, there exists a nonnegative real number γ( ) such that for any nonempty set B ⊂ Y we have (8) .
In addition, if we take γ( ) = , for some > 0, we get [33, Theorem 1].
